Agenda: Tools to Help You Flex Your Innovation Muscles
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WHAT
Design Thinking = Design thinking is a process for practical, creative resolution of problems or issues that looks for an improved
future result. It is the ability to combine empathy, creativity and rationality to meet user needs and drive business success

Source: Tim Brown, IDEO
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WHAT

1.
2.

Four Key Design Thinking Principles

Carefully construct the problem that you are solving
– from the end users’
users perspective
Rigorous observation (4 categories of observation)
– Learn: Analyze the information you’ve collected to identify
patterns and insights
– Look: Observe people to discover what they do rather than what
they say they do
– Ask: Enlist people’s participation to elicit information relevant to
your project
– Try: Create simulations to help empathize with people and to
evaluate proposed designs

3.
4
4.

THE RESULT:
High impact solutions
bubble up from
below verses being
i
imposed
d from
f
the
h
top.

Uncovering patterns (where others may see
complexity or confusion)
Synthesize new ideas from seemingly disparate
fragments

For internal use only. Not intended for inspection by, or distribution or quotation to the general public.
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WHY

The Kano model

Delight

Most spend too much
time in the
“Zone of Indifference”

Doesn’t exist

Quality exceeds

or poor quality

expectations

Disgust
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HOW

Design Thinking Process Overview

Step 1:

Step 2:
Hear: Collect what we
know, stories, field
perspective

Create: Translate what we’ve heard into frameworks,
opportunities, solutions and prototypes. Move from
concrete to abstract by identifying themes and
opportunities
pp
– then back to concrete with solutions
and prototypes

Deliver: Begin to realize
the solutions through
modeling, capability
assessment,,
implementation planning

H

C

D

Hear

Absstract

Problem defined from
the end users’
perspective and
constructed into a
“How might we…”
statement

Create

Themes

Deliver

Opportunities

Stories

Concrete

Solutions

Prototype

Implementation Plan
Observations

Time
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